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CxO Conference at PwC Hellerup, May 2018
Break out session on RPA & Machine Learning in Topdanmark 
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RPA

• RPA (Robot Proces Automation) is 
a software, where you code
execution of business processes
across internal and external
systems.

• Robots usually execute via user 
interfaces like employees do.  

• Robots also have a user id like 
employees. 

• Robots are set up to execute in 
predefined time intervals.  

We use
UI Path

RPA Software Examples



3 primary robot types within Finance
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Desktop Automation Robot Proces Automation Chatbots/ Bot Advisors



What proces types are fit for RPA?

RPA is useful in automating business processes that are rules based ie. without
subjective assesments. Indicators as to where Robots are especially useful are: 

• A large volume of cases with a high degree of similarity.

• Demand for accuracy / high quality in case handling.

• Fast case handling is important for customer satisfaction. 

• Collecting information for sales preparation.

• Known peak periods ie. winther vacation.

• Response to sudden peaks ie. Storm / Cloudburst.

Partial automation of processes often have a higher business value than end-to-
end automation. 

Large Volume of cases = Large effect



Project Management 

Development

Operations

System Owner

Business analyst

Key Competencies in RPA

ITBusiness

Subject Matter Expert



Advantages from RPA robots
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There are many terms and definitions
– The techniques are the same
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We use the term Machine Learning

Neural networks

Tensorflow and Keras (frameworks)

CNN (Convolutuional Neural Networks)

Transfer learning

RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) 

Reinforcement learning

Knn (k- nearest neighbors)

Logistic regression 

Decision trees and random forests

XGBoost



Primary applications of Machine Learning in Insurance
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Risk & Pricing Back Office Automation Customers

• Faster and improved price
modelling

• Combining known risk
parameters with new data  
streams ie. IOT

• Real Time automation or 

robo-advise on decisions 

based on structured as 

well as unstructured data 

• Churn patterns

• Purchase patterns

• Chat dialogues

• Voice to Voice 

conversations



Why is Machine Learning applicable in Topdanmark?
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• We have large amounts of data and with Machine Learning techniques
we now can increase our value contribution to our customers and share
holders.

• Trained models/algorithms can within milliseconds make high accuracy
predictions on human judgement. Decisions that will take a human expert
on average ie. 20 minutes are handled by algorithms more than a 1.000 
times the speed of humans. 

• So with Machine Learning we have now started automating or supporting
human expert judgement. 

• Algorithms give you an accuracy probability – hence you can choose your
risk treshold.



What’s our current focus?

We primarily focus on automating human decisions based on unstructured data ie:

Picture analyses

• ‘Our child has become ill, and we should
have been on vacation. Does the 
insurance cover our loss from tickets and 
hotel?’

• ‘I have bought a ticket covering travelling
with my children, mum and sister. Right 
now my relation to my mother is not 
good. Therefore I don’t want to travel
with her. Is it possible that I can get the 
expenses for me and my children covered
if I cancel?‘

NLP on chat and speachNLP on documents



Excerpts from our Architecture and way of working

Domino Platform

• We have chosen a code first approach to developing Machine Learning 

models. This enables our Data Scientist to select any models, frameworks 

and open source technologies. 

• Versioning of models and code is critical to Insurance. 

• There are currently very few platforms supporting these requirements. We

selected Domino Data Lab. 



What does ML mean to our customers, employees and Topdanmark?
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Cutsomers:

• Customers recieve replies only a few
minutes after they have requested an 
insurance.

Employees:

• Machine Learning makes it possible to 
automate or support expert decisions.

Topdanmark:

• Increased quality and extremely fast 
proces handling.

• Good customer experiences.

• Lower costs.



Concluding remarks
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Robot Proces Automation (RPA) has become an important technical tool in Topdanmark as a fast track to 
realising business benefits. 

• We continously discover new applications of RPA from Back Office automation to sales support, and peak 
response bots.  

• RPA also led us on the track of relevant use cases for Machine Learning. 

Machine Learning does however require an entirely different skill set.

• Developing company specific algorithms is hard work and there are no easy off the shelf solutions. It all 
depends on the quantity and quality of your data combined with highly skilled Data Scientists. 

• The effect of Machine Learning has however surprised us positively and the potential for Machine Learning is 
immense.

Machine Learning and RPA require CxO level sponsorhip in order to succeed. 
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Questions?


